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Water Supply

•

Ill

Honglrong

The Story of a Triumph of Applied Science
By Professor C. A. MIDDLETON SMITH, M.Sc., M.I.Mech.E. (Dean of the Faculty of Engineering in the
University of Hongkong)
PART VI- PROBLEMS FOR CHINA CONCERNING THE UTILIZATION AND CONTROL OF WATER

JI

the five previous issues of this journal detailed a.ccounts of
th~ different schemes carried out in Hongkong, with the
ohJ_ect of ensuring a constant supply of pure water for the
residents , have heen described
. . It, is now proposed _to disc":'s th; various problems connected
.N

with \\ at.er supply., particularly m connection with the experiences

that have been gamed in many parts of the world (including Hongk~ng) and which should be of great value to those who will deal
with .such matters in China.

~yone _who considers the subject, and who takes into acf'ount

the. diffim) lt1es caused hy local conditions, will agree thnt the
engmeers m Hongkong responsible have done their work efficiently.
The benefi!s
the community resulting from their efforts have
more than Justified the expenditure of public funds. And the same
results can be obtained in other parts of China.
.
It may be mention?d tha_t, in contra.st with the system employed
Ill Hongkong, Shanghai obtams water from the river : an enormous
quantity of unpleasant and undrinkable water is taken out of the
stream and is chemically treated and purified. So that Shanghai
obtains an ample supply_ of pure water. The source of supply
never fails and Shanghai has been spared the restrictions the
panics and the perils that Hongkong has experienced in r~cent
years on account of water shortage .

Mention must be made of the recent endeavors in South
China, notably Canton and Wu chow, to install a modern system
of water supply. During the la.st decade there have been many
schemes outlined for the supply of wa¥'r to Wuchang, a city of
300,000 inhabitants. All that can be said is that the first stage _of
the plan for supplying pure water was completed in June 1933.
The supply is about one million galloru, (U.S.A. gallons). Honse
connections are not yet avaHable and water is distributed by
carriers at a rate of 60 cents a month per h1mdrecl catties a day.
It is a commencement aJl(J no doubt extensions will soon be made.
There can be no doubt that those excellent examples of water
supply to cities in China will be followed to the great benefit of
the community.

Expert Advice

If we come to examine carefully the history of Hongkong

we shall be struck by the fart that, even in the early days, great
care was taken to obtain the best expert advice. Consulting
engineers, with long experience _of water sup~lf systems all o".cr
the world were invited to examme local cond1t10ns and to adv1Se
a.s to the' best methods of ensuring adequate storage.
In connection with the development of catchment areas, etc.,
in the Tytam district a complete scheme for several reservoirs wa.s
outlined, and although the work wa.s_ done in stages at different
periods yet it wa.s all part of one big scheme.
When it became obvious that there were no more catchment
area.s a-vailable on the island, Mr. Henderson spent a great deal
of time and energy in exploring other parts of the Colony with the
object of formulating other schemes that could be developeq,, a.s
the need arose. -He had previously spent more than twenty years
is gaining experience as a specialist in water supply. ~e finally
recommended that the huge area round about the Shmg Mun
Valley be used to supply the much needed supply of water_.
London consulting engineers were requested to examme a_nd
report on Mr. Henderson's proposals. 1:'he gre~t dam_ at Shmg
Mun wa.s designed by the firm of consultmg_ engmeers m London
who are the recognized specialist on the sub.1ect.

Water Supply in China
It is obvious that the engineering problems connected ,vith
water in China are many and various.

We have been concerned

in this series with the supply of drinking water in Hongkong and
all the cities of China need to have a proper and modern system.
But there are also the urgent problems of flood prevention , irrigation, canals and harbor works. H is obviou~ that there is enough
civil engineering work in China, that needs to be put, in hand at
once, to employ thousands of Chinese engineers and many hundreds
of thousands of workmen.
If anv of the,-;e schemes are to be canie<l out efficiently it is

most essential that they should be planned properly. And therefore the very best advice available in Europe or America should
be obtained. The details of the work can be carried out by Chinese
engineers 1 but there are not at present, as far as the writer is aware,
any Chinese engineers with sufficient experience of hig engineering
works to advise on important problems connected with wat-R-r snpply,
irrigation, etc.

The Transformation of Asia
Make no mistake about it, Hongkong ha.s had a profound
effect upon the Far Ea.st. This is, in truth , the Island of Romance.
In 1841 a barren island, the home of about 5,000 lawless pirates,
the terror of the China Seas, Hongkong is now one of the most
verdant places on the earth with its tree-clad hills and its nonindigenous flowers that flourish in this tropical climate.
It has grown to be one of the greatest ports of the world , with
about a million inhabitants. Jt~ fine roads, its many reclamations,
its efficient medical and sanitary services, its magnificent buildings
and public works, the even justice of its law court8, its benevole"nt
government, and its many charities and social services, as well as

i~s educational system that culminates in a local University, entitles
it to that proud title, given to it by a prominent Chinese , who
called it a " Lighthouse off the Coast of China."
The story of the water supply was given in detail in the hope
that a practical example of the splenclicl work in that branch of
engineering might he a st_imulus to the authorities who are moulding
the destiny of China. Let us trust that they will insist upon
public works being carried out a.s quickly as possible.
All over Asia engineers are employed utilizing the forces of
Nature for the benefit of humanity.
Probably the greatest
examples are to be seen in India, where 1 for about a hundred vears ,
large works connected with irrigation , transport, etc ., have~ been

completed .. At present many huge schemes hi>ve been planned,
some of winch are m ,the course of construction.

Lessons from India
Having had the opportunity to study many of the schemes
for irrigation, hydro-electric power, .water supply, etc., that have
been carried out in India, and having travelled thousands of miles
in China, the writer is struck by the close resemblance of the
engineering problems in the two countries.
It therefore ~eems rea.sonable to,St1ppose that engineers who have
successfully earned out some of the magnificent work.~ in India
would be_ able _most suitably to ad:ise upon, and supervise, similar
schemes m Chma. It may be ment10ned that Sir Richard Dane who
so successfully reorganized the Salt Gabelle in China attributed
much of his success to long experience on similar work' in India.
.
In t~e beginnil:g of ~he great changes in Japan, clue to the
mtroduct~on of applied sCience to that country, advice wa.s sought
from engmeers who had had valuable experience in connection
with water supply problems in India.

The Engineer as Civilizer
In that connection it is of interest to record some remnrks
made in 1890 by General Scott-f>n officer in the Royal Engineers-
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during a. di.Mcussion in London concerning waterworks in China

l\nd Japan.

He suggested that the problems concerning the supply

of water in those countries were of special interest to all engineers

due to the localities affected by their solution. It was at a tim~
when engineering was in its infancy in the Far East and British
engineers were then engaged in the pioneer work.
Technical descriptions of waterworks in Hongkong, Shanghai
and Yokohama were read before the Institution of Civil Engineers
in 1890 in London. There was an animated discussion and those
who took part in it were anxious that modern water supply systems
should become general in the Far East, if only on humanitarian
grounds.
" They stood " said General Scott on that occasion ." as it
were, on the fringe of countries which bad been in the highest
degree exclusive, and the inhabitants of which had repelled for
hundreds of years, and successfully repelled, the efforts made by
European nations to extend their intercourse over the interio;,
Diplomatists bad tried to find the ' open sesame ' which would
unlock the door shut in their faces. They harl only succeeded in
opening some few ports to trade." " Merchant3 had tried their hand,
but the literati and mandarins despiser! trade, and progress towards
the interior had been arrested. Missionaries had been at work
for centuries ; but they had not yet induced the Chinese to warm
to foreigners, and for political reasons they were clisliked by the
officials. ''

Oriental Ethics and Engineers
To his mind it was the engineer who stood the best chance of
breaking through the crust of prejudice, distrust, and dislike,
which Still formed a barrier to intercourse with Europeans, and
to the material progress of those countries . He stood before those
people as the creator by his skill and knowledge of works which,
by the benefits they conferred on communities, were humanitarian
in their scope and intention. The very ethics of ·the people were
in his favor. The pious Oriental, who wished to secure his own
happy transmigration, commonly planted a grove to shade the
wayfarer, or built a road or bridge to aid his progress. He <lug
a well or a tank for irrigation and the production offood, and Rot
seldom was the Goven1ment engineer in India called in to. give
shape to those good works. In the cases under consideration,
Orientals at Hongkong, Shanghai; and Yokohama were enjoying
the benefits of the European system of water distribution. Each
one of them was an agent, more or· less a~tive, in disseminating a
knowledge of the advantages which he enjoyed.
Those words explain clearly why many of the Anglo-Saxons
who know the Far East believe so firmly that the best method of
improving the conclition of the people is to develope the natural
resources 6f the country.
Gener.al Scott fully believed that before very long there would
set in a current of Chinese opinion in favor of the European engineer
and his I)lethods, and that .members of the engineering profession,,
would find in those countries vast opportunities for the exercise qf
their abilities. Those who were acting there as the pioneers Of
the profession, and strenuously working against initial difficulti8~
and prejudices would, he was sure, receive the sympathy and support
of the members of the Institution, and also the aid which full
discussion would give them in the shape of advice and information:
We are doing the most practical and valuable type of missionary
,\·ork when we train water engineers and persuade our Chines'e
friends to initiate schemes of water storage and supply.

For the Community
I like the ideas expressed in the Preamble of the Constitutiop.
of''the American Engineering Council in which the following words
are used " As service to others is the expression of the highest
motives to which men respond and as duty to contribute to the
public demands the best efforts man can put forth , now therefore
the engineering and allied technical societies ........ realize
a. long cherished ideal-a comprehensive organization dedicated
to tl.ie service of the community, the state, and nation."
In actual fact all engineering societies produce work that
must, of necessity, extend outside the narrow limits of nationalism.
The search-light of publicity makes kn01vn everywhere the schemes
and the works successfully carried out in any corner of the world.
The technical press explains in detail the work already successfully
accomplished. If Chinese public opinion is to be aroused in favor
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of engit~eering schemes not only must we have a
well tramed army of Chinese engineers, but we must
cncoura~e t he pu bhc,ty of all engit1eering works
accomp(IShed and new proposals put forward .
, It IS fortunate that in Hongkong all of the
cngm~ermg government work-arch itectural, con~truct10n of roads, water supply, drainage, etc.is concentrated rn t he one Department of Public
Works. But there IS room for more co-operation
by the _techmcal men , outside of government
empl~y, Ill Ho~gkon g, as elsewhere, for the purpose
of. miectmg mto . go~ernment those engit1eering
prmc1ples of orgamzatwn and operation which have
!Jeon so effective in other lines of human activity.
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Public Works iu China
. . E_ver)'. friend of the people should advocate
mntatwn rn each province of China of the Public
W~rks now existing in Hongkong ; every patriotic
Chmese should realize how urgent are the problems
involved in these matters. T hey have been solved
Jil Hongkong. They cry for an immediate solu tion
in China.
As with so many other problems, the re has
not been perfection in this matter in Hongkong.
The bad mistakes have not been made by the
tcch mcal men, but by those who were responsible
for financing t he schemes suggested. The story
of delay, in spite of the desperate struggle of the
engineers to persuade the local Government of the
urgency of the matter ,-that story is one that
reveals no sound judgment and no great courage,
on t he part of those in executive authority.
I t is, fortunately, a thing of the past but it
Fig. .2.~The Assuan Dam. This is about one-and-wquarter mile long-. Before it
left t he lesson. Although it is unlikely to be
was . r~1sed and strengthened , as shown in this diagram its masonry weighed over
repeated in Hongkong in connection with water
a mllhon tons. The capacity of the Reservoir :is ori ginall y built was 37,611,000,000
supply, obstruction frequent ly confronts engineers
cubic feet. By raising the height of 1he dam 16.5 feet and the high wat-cr level 23
all over the world and varies on ly in degree. For
feet the capacity of th e reservoir was doubled and Is now 80,000,000,000 cubic feet.
the inertia of the unscientifically trained mind
The height of the d:im Is being raisc1t a second time
retards the progress on behalf of which the
engineer expends all bis energies.
The inequ alities ~n the distribution of rainfall arc not only
It is not claimed that government would be successfully operated by a council consisting only of engineering experts. No modern those that relate to t ime, but also to 1ilnce. The rainfall of one
region may be abund ant, of another the reverse. The rainfall
government can function successfully wi~hou~ gui<l3:nce froi_n
experts with respect to fiscal, legal and leg1Slat1ve affairs, pubhc of certain seasons of the year may be heavy, while that of other
seasons may be light or wanting altogether. In some countries
works and welfare, commerce, trade and many other details.
the inequalities of both kinds are not sufficiently pronow1cecl for
But engineers have reason to complain that, in the past at any
a distinction to be made between regions of abundant and of scant
rate, government has grown to )arge proport ions almost witho_ut
rainfall, and between rainy and dry seasons.
design or plan. We want the Government of Chma and Provmc1al
Jn India the variations of rainfa ll, both as to place a.nd t ime
Governments to carry out urgently needed engineering work, and
are extreme_. In Simi and parts_ of the Punja b the average rainfall
to obtain the best expert advice for the design and general su1,er.
of the year 1s three mches only ; m the Central Provinces t he annual
vision of such schemes.
rainfall is, in places, from 50 to fiO inches : while in the- mountains
of the west coast and in the Himalayas it varies from 50 to 100
Water Engineers
inches and is sometimes as high as 150 inches. The distribution
The nature of the works required for t he control uf wa_ter h_ave in t ime is as unequal as the distribution in place. In t he 'Madras
Province
12 inches of rainfall, or about one quarter of the total
Jed to the development of this _speci~l branch of engmeer_mg.
Young men arc now trained to specialize 111 one of the many sec~10ns annual amoun t, is sometimes recorded in twenty-four hours !
So also in the United States of .~ merira. t he conclit.ions of t he
of applied science . The elementary t raining for all 1:rofess101'.al
engineers is, roughly, the same all o,·er t he wodd. It 1s essential coun try range from arid to humid in consequence of wide vari at ions
for the ~ualified engineer to have a knowledge of science, matheomt- in the rainfall .
F.gypt m~.f he selected a.s an e~ample of a cou nll'y under
ics and t he general principles of the behnv1or of materials wider
stress, the uses of electricity , th e gcnerat1?n of P?wcr a ~~l workshop extreme conchtions of another sort: 1t has neither rain y region
practice. The things a ll form the cleta,ls of mstruct10n for t he nor rainy seMon, and, a.s far as agriculture is conccm cd ,· mav be
:eckoncd rainless. But from the poin_t of ,iew of water su pply
Univers ity degree.
.
, , 1 1t should not be taken alone. Its creat1011 and cont in ued exis tence
We advise our engineering gradu ates in Hongkong to t1_a\e
is
due ent i,:ely t? t he fact that it is a portion of t he Nile country ,
abroad alter they have obtained a degree. Anyone who wIShes
to specialize as a water engineer should. take a p~st-gradua.te which has its ramy regions m Abyssmm and the Sudan ; and t hat
course in that subject in Ew·ope or Amenca and v,s1t the more it lies on the track of t he run -of! of the rainfall . It is th is t hat
makes irrigat ion in Rgypt possible. So it is with all irrirration
important works.
systems- t he cou nt,r y irrigated must lie on t he track o[ the r~n off
of the rnin t hat fall s in the catc hment area to which it belongs.
Rainfall Variations
For rainfall is the primary source of all irrigation , even of that
Jt must be obvious t hat th e problems to be so l_ved by water effected from wells.
engineers vary in different parts of t he ~vorld . ~sia Ill ~eneral ,
[n Chin a, t he enormous " run-off" of the Yangtze is due to
and China in particular, contains huge n vers, c_v1dence either of the melting of t he snows in mountaius far away from the sea.
cxces~ive rainfall or of rnpid me lt ing of moun t.am snow.
0
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utter ruin when these work.-i were ovcrwhclme<l.
Some day, in the fullness of time, the successoNi
of tho Chaldean engineers will lay firm hand,
upon the twin rivers, and compel them to flow
for the se1 vice of the lands through which they
plllls, that the good that has been may come again
when the time of regeneration shall return.
.
Egypt has bcnefitted enormously from the
huge reservoirs built in recent ycart1 to regulate
tho supply of water. The rnlue of land has been
H, W,L more than doubled.
The hIBtorical record of water supply in
Wf/R L
India does not go so far. back as that of Mesopotamia or Egypt. It was about 300 B.C. that
Megasthenes, writing of India, referred to the
a~vantage of double c~ops r~sult~g. from irriga.
t1on, wherea.g the cuneiform mscnpt10n of HamellltT}f IJ,4NI(
murabi, furnishes evidence of the practice of
irrigation in Babylonia as far back as 2,200 n.o. ;
and the hieroglyphic records of the Pharaohs of
the twelfth dynasty, of date about 2,500 B .C. do
the same for Egypt.
Very early records show that the Chinese
appreciated the value of irrigation in the dawn of
Fig. 3.-Foy Sugar Tank Dam. In this case the face wall or masony makes the dam
their civilization. In 81.echuen, it if1 believed, the
watertight. The earth bank resists the water pressure
first efforts to train water over agricultural lands
were made. The remarkable canal system,
Some day this huge Yangtze basin will be the scene of magnificent including the Grand Canal, shows that they had fine water
works carried out by engineers . There are enormous possibilities engllleers centuries ago. All over South China., to-clay, there is
of flood prevention, water power development, improvement extensive irrigation to increase the rice crops.
of agriculture in that huge area. A.11 that is required is scientific
regulation of the vast volumes of water that flow through the
The Wilderness and Desert Reclaimed
valley of the Yangtze to the sea.
Bu_t it is_ moder? reRults which a.re of present interest from
a practical polllt of v1ew. As one of the most recent constructions
An Advanced Civilization
the Chenab Canal in India is a noteworthy example. Mr. R. B'.
The water that is utilized for irrigation must naturally have Buckley , in " The Irrigation Works of India.," thus de.,;cribes the
fallen as rain somewhere in the catchment area above the point effect of its construction :at which it is applied to the land surface. There are some countries .
" The tract which it commands, known as the Rechna. Doab,
which, though their rainfall is so small a.~ to be an absolutely IS nearly all Crown land. Before the construction of the canal
negligible factor in agriculture, have still been renowned for their it wa.c, entirely wast.e, with an extremely small population, which
prosperity, for wealth of crop..-i, and for advanced civilization in w~ i:nostly nomad. Some portion of the country was wooded
days long past. The best known instances are those of Egypt with Jungle trees, ~ome was covered with small scrub came] thorn,
and Mesopotamia, the lands of the Nile and the Euphrates. Both and ~a:ge tra~ts were absolutely bare, producing only, on occasions,
these rivers in t,heir natural state annually flooded the lands border- a brdhant mu-age of unbounded sheets of fictitious water. Such
ing their Jower reaches, so that the rain that had fallen in the was the com1try into which 400 miles of main canals and 1 900
region- where their sources He was spread over the snrface of the miles of distributaries now distribute the waters of the Che~'"ab
country, and a natural system of irrigation by inundation resulted. turning some 2,000,000 acres of ,nlderness into sheets of luxuriant
In Egypt this natural· inundation was assisted and controllecl by crops .... ... About l ,500,000 acres of the Crown lands have
artificial banks and means of regulation with such success that in now been allotted to colonists, and a new population of a million
the time of Joseph " all countries " came into Egypt to buy corn ; people have founded home-steads which they cultivate with the
and, later on, the land of the Nile became the granary of Rome. waters of the Chenab Canal."
The artifical system of irrigation which grew out of the natural
Con_sidering India as.~ whole, the resu It of the work done by
peculiarities of the Nile is known as the basin system ; and is to
l;e found, even to-day, on a. vaster scale and in a more elaborately the eng':"eers_ of the Bntish Government during the past halfcentury
1s an mcrease of the area watered bv Government irrigation
developed stage in Egypt than any,~here else in. the world: . It
was under this system that Egypt attained to the heights of cmhza- works from 3,~00,000 or _4,000,000 to 2(500,000 ac;..,s, brought
tion which it reached under the Pharaohs of the old dynasties. about by a capital expenditure of about £30,000,000, on which the
Pharaoh did not tell the Nile what to do ; it was the Nile that net pr?fit_ a.mounts to seven per cent. This takes no account
of the mdirect profits. The value of the crops raised is estimated
told Pharaoh what to do.
In the ancient days the engineers of Chaldea-now called at £26,000,000, or 87 per cent of the capital expenditure on the
canals
by which they are irrigated.
Mesopotamia-showed great skill in the control of water, and
recently discovered and deciphered inscriptions prove their ability.
One of Babylon's great monarchs, probably contemporary of
America's Great Scheme
Abraham, wrote. ,( I have made water flow in the dry channels
Tho result of irrigation in the United States is thus described
and have given an unfailing supply to the people .... .. I harn
changed dese1 t plains into weB-watered lands. I have given them by Mr. Elwood Mead in his paper read at the International Engineering Conwess of 1904 : " Since 1900 the arid region has enjoyed
fertility and plenty, and made them an &bode of happiness."
great prosperity. There has been an increase in western settlement, and the values of both land and water have had rapid and
The Desert Formed
co~tmued advance. Land m the Yakima. valley, Wa..shington,
But where was once animation and prosperity, the region which could have been purchased five years ago for S15 an acre,
hecame a de:mrt because of neglect of the water system. Under now sells for $75 an acre. Land in the Turlock and Modesto
recent schemes much of the desert will be reclaimed. The rivers districts, in California, which sold for $20 an acre three years ago,
now brings 560 Rn acre. Water rights in Idaho which in 1894
Euphrates and Tigris can be utilized to bring back prosperity.
Mesopotamia furni,;he,:, an example of a country which found n?1 buyers at SlO an acre, now. have pro~pt sale at $25
flourished exceedingly by rcuaon of its irrigatfon works, and fell to an aero.
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Some Enormous Structures

The Benefit to States and Cities

In the previous contributions of this series reference was made
to the method~ of construc!ion of the. dams built in Hongkong.
Of.these the Shmg M1111 da~ 1s the most mtercsting from a technical
pomt of view as, when fimshed, it will rank as the highest dam in
any part of the world except the U.S.A.
In that country astonL5hing feats of dam construction have
been accomplished, and the eight highest dams in the world are
to be found in various States. The formation of the country
especially the range of giant moimtains known as the Rocki~s'
cause huge quantities of water t-0 flow to the sea. And in that
respect China resembles the U.S.A. It requires no very vivid
imagination to realize that it is practically certain that, as China
develops her natural resomces , huge dams will be built.
Jt must, be remembered that although the volume of a dam
increases rapidly as the height increases, yet the length of the dam,
as well as the height, is an important factor in the cost and the
volume, there are dams that are nothing like as high as the Shing
Mun dam but they are ever so much longer and more costly.
It is of interest to tabulate the heights of fifteen of the world's
highest dams ; of these the Boulder Canyon dam in Colorado may
be considered one of the wonders of the world. But engineers
may build bigger dams in Asia if they are able to persuade Governments to finance the huge expenditme involved.

America is a land of the superlative in engineering works anti
easily heads the list of countries possessing high dam~. ~d the
greatest superlative of all is the famous Boulder Dam m Colorad?.
Authorized in 1928, it is mainly the result of Herbert H~ver s,
activities when he was Recretary of Commerce. It fits beautifully
into Roosevelt's pattern of the New Deal.
,
For more than 54 months work on the great dam in the Canyon
of Colorado has been going on . It is believed that in May, 1035,
tho last bucket of concrete will be thrown on the top of the dam ,
720 feet above tho Canyon bed. There will be seven million tons
of concrete in the Boulder dam-tho greatest pile of cement, sand
and stone in existence.
.
It is believed that it will take four years to fill up the reservo11·
which in places will be 1,000 feet rleep. It is the greatest single
indt1Strial project ever worked out in the United States. The
Colorado river will for the first time in its history, be regulated.
But civilization, as created by the engineer, has come to that
region as it is gradually spreading all over the world. Far away
rities will draw upon the impounded waters; 1,800,000_horse•P?'~•er
of electrical energy will he transmitter! from the turbmes uttlizmg
the fall of the water as it goes on to its final mission of providing
a constant supply.

The World's Greatest Dams

Cooling the Concrete
Perhaps the most remarkable featlU'e of this huge structure,
the Boulder Dam, is the use of a refrig~rat-ion plant and 750 miles •
of piping to cool the enormous mass of concrete as the buckets
empty the material on to the dam.
It is an extraordinary innovation in dam construction. The
chemical reactions of the cement and water in the more or less
fluid mass of concrete, just after it is mixed, produces temperatures
of about 130 degrees. These temperatures can only be reduced
by radiation . But the enormous mass of the concrete in the
Boulder dam-7,000,000 tons of concrete-makes it essential to
place huge quantities of newly mixed concrete in position daily.
From that huge mass air radiation would take about two centuries
for the concrete to cool. And with slow cooling would come
contraction-with cracks, shrinkages, meaning weakness in the
dam, and danger of collapse.
And so this astounding system of artificial cooling has been
installed. If cracks develop as the concrete is being rapidly
reduoed from 130 degrees to about 40 degrees, they are filled in
with cement. And when the work of the refrigerating pipes is
finished, cement will fill the 750 miles of piping buried for ever
within the dam. And so this huge mass will not only be watertight but proof against any danger due to slow cooling of the millions
of tons of concrete.
And when finished t-here will be 4,400,000 cubic yards of
concrete in that greatest of all engineering wonders of the world .
It has been calculated that the enormous quantity of concrete in the
dam is sufficient to build a. 16-ft. highway from Florida to Seattle.
From the engineers' point of view the most interesting feature
of all of these schemes for impounding water in reservoirs is the
design of the dams used to
withstand the very great
pressme of the water
behind them.
WATl:R LEVEL
It is obvious, of course,
that the water pressure
increases considerably on
sections that have to hold
up greater depths of
water. That is why dams
are so very much thicker
at the base than higher up.

Boulder Canyon
727 feet high
San Gabriel, California
435
Owyhee R., Oregon
405
Skagit R., Seattle
400
Pacoima, Los Angeles. .
365
Pardee, California
357
Arrow Rock, U.S.A.
349
Tuolumne R., U.S.A.
341
Shing Mun
300
Burrunjuck, Australia
240
Avon, Australia
230
Indus, India
I 90
Cordeaux, Australia
182
Assuan, Egypt
144
Gunong Pulai, Johore. .
120
The greatest engineer~g feat yet attempted by ~an is that
which will utilize the rushing waters of the Colorado river, U.S.A.
For countless centmies millions of gallons of water, each day,
have carved a way through the tremendous gorges which they
created and the result has been ravaging floods and dry seasons
when crops have withered in the sun. That tragedy will soon be
rectified.
·
Below the huge Boulder Dam the 01;ce untamed Colo~"?o
river will become regulated and standardized. Far away c1t1es
in Southern California will benefit by a constant eupply of pure
water, and electric power will be fed into Arizona, Nevada and
Southern California as a result of thlS water conservatwn.
It is estimated that
it will require four or five
years to fill up the huge
reservoir that will be
formed behind the giant
Boulder Dam, but long
before then water will
be racing through the
turbines to supply, not
only water to irrigate
lands, but electricity to
put power hehind the
worker.
It is a most courageous
and amazing project. It
will turn the desert into a
paradise and enormously
1 - - - - - - S S , _ _ _ _ __,
increase both the population and the amenities of
life in tho enormous n.rea
Fig. 4.-Castlcwood Reservoir Dam, Colorado, This type of dam Is not popular.
that must benefit from the
The "Walnut Grove" Dam, 110 feet high, which collapsed in 1800 was of this type
•chome.

Concerning Dams
Let us now consider
some of the examples of
dam construction that
nowadays can be found
all over the world.
There have been
tlreadful disasters cat1Se<l
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by the failures of dams, But when it is remembered that many
thousands have been built, it is remarkable how few have been
the failures.
The ingenuity of engineers has been employed on calculations,
researches an<l devices to ensure safety. The results of the collapse
of a dam are so awful that a large factor of safety is taken in all
calculations.

During the last fifty years a very large number of dams have
been built in different parts of the world. They have formed
reservoirs for (I) water supply to cities (2) irrigation pw·po-ses (3)
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every Chinese Official, interested in the development of the natural

resources of his country, wiJI see what is being clone here,

The Type of Dam
It will be impossible to discuss in detail th e enormous number

of designs and methods of building dams. Each one is a problem
of itself. It will, however, he of interest to explain some general
principles that assist the engineer to overcome the difficu Ities

l1y dro-electric power schemes.

presented to him,
The subject of dam construction is of the utmost importance

water for irrigation work. There are traces in Egypt and other
places showing that as soon as civilization dawned, the human

supply for towns but for irrigation and flood prevention purpose,.

Long before the Christian era dams were built to store up

race realized the necessity to store water, Especially was that

the case in countries with 1ong dry seasons.
For many centuries dams were built by more or lesR rule of

thumb methods, The problem seemed to be fairly simple, It
was to provide a sufficient weight of material to withstand the

overturning force due to ,vater pressure on the face of the dam.
And also, of course, to prevent water lea.king under, round, or

through the dam,

As engineering science developed, and mathematical analysis,
e xperimental methods, and recorded observations concerning these
massive st.ructures were taken into consideration, other factors
were seen to be important. The provision of iiew materialsespecially Portlan<l cement-made a very great difference to the
constructions of dams.

And so there have been evolved all sorts of drnigns and methods
of building dams,
For some years the Assuan dam in Egypt (originally 144 feet
high, but since to be raised in height by two big additions to the

dam, one of which is in course of construction now) was the most

remarkable structure, It was a fine feat of engineering, but it
was notable also because of the novel method of financing the
work and liecaus~ it enormously increased the production of saleable
material (rice and cotton) in Egypt and so increased the wealth
of the country, Similarly with other dams in Egypt, where
unproductive land
made. fertile by building large reservoirs
to supply water for irrigation,

was

The Metur Dam
In India the work done by British engineers transformed
vast areas of land in a. similar fashion, The latest triumph is
the great scheme of irrigation in the Madras Presidency. The
building of the great dam at Metur,, a skuefore 176 feet in
height and 5,300 feet in length, !"'.'~'ts , 1mgat10n of , a little

over a million acres of land, the U'rtgatwn season bemg from

June to February. Rice is the predominating crop. The
frequency and maunitude of floods in the rainy season is also
reduced, The volu~e of masonry in this dam is estimated at 38½
million cu hie feet.
, ,
The famous Tata hydro-electric scheme in India, s1m1lar
schemes of varying sizes in hundreds of other places m all parts
of the world where electricity is generated by water power, have
caused dams to be built to impound the necess.ary water: And
many more schemes have been projected and will be carried out
in the next few years.
·
In Russia they have recently built enormous. dams in connection with their industrialization plans, Even little Ireland has
harnessed the waters of its Shannon river.

The Yu'ng 'River Dam
It would be possible to fill many pages of this j-0urnal with
descriptions of the work of t_he builders of dams all over the world.
And what of China 1 A beginning has been made on the
Yung river in Kwangtung with a dam to hold up water for a hydroelectric scheme to ,provide 40,000 kilowatts.
That is but a beginning. China is a land that has suffered,
more than anv from ravaues of flood , from terrible famines,. both
of which evils ~an be obliterated bv the regulation of the rivers.
And there are great possibilities of p~tting power behind the worker
by means of hydro-electric schemes,
Recentlv the Mayor of Canton, and several other Chinese
officials, visited the site at Shing Mun. It is to be hoped that

in China where there are numerous projects awaiting the work of
the engineer for holding up wate1 not only in connection with water
As engineering works have increMed in size so have the difficulties

in design and construction become greater. That has led to intense

specialization which has caused the design and construction of
large masonry clams to be a matter which must lie in th e hands of

experts on the subject.
There are many factors which influence both the choice of the
general type of dam to be designed, the details of the design, and
the methods employed in building the dam. Amongst other considerations are the following, viz. the character of the site, the

natural foundations , the quality of available materials and work-

manship, local climate, consequences of partial or total failure,

and the funds available.

Nature Decides
Of course the first requisite for a dam is strength ; next, the
materials must be arranged to furnish this strength with the

minimum of cost.

The margin of safety allowed, and the permissible cost, for a

dam will vary widely from a principal dam in a great
metropolitan water supply scheme, situated upstream from a

populous and expensive territory, to an unimportant dam in
the wilderness. The worst possible conditions must be borne in
mind, an<l they may not occur for many years. Because a dam

has held up for a number of years that does not prove it is
permanently secure,
As a rule the general configuration of the ground determines

the best site for a reservoir. The selection of the site is not so
much a matter of choice by the engineer as a recognition of Nature's
decision in the matter.
The dam, which is the principal feature of a reservoir project,
may be made of eaTth or of masonry, or of a combinatfon of both.
There are <lams of a type peculiar to Americans known as " rockfill " and " loose rock " dams. They are formed of a mass of

rubble with a watertight facing, which may be of planks, of asphalt
or Portland cement concrete, of masonry, of steel plates , or of
earth, Another type peculiar to America is a dam, either of earth
or loose stone, with a central core of steel plates forming a water-

tight diaphragm embedded in the mass of the dam,
Masonry dams may be classified as(a) Solid submergible dams, over the crest of which t,he
discharge passes ;
(b) Solid insubmergible dams, with waste weirs to discharge
excess water, and outlets for the delivery of the stored water ;
(c) Insubmergible dams, pierced with numerous sluices, through
which the discharge is passed.
Earthen dams must always be insubmergible, ancl be provided
with waste weirs and outlets. They may be divided into three
classes, namely-(d) Dams with a masonry core wall ; (e) Dams
with a central puddle core ; (f) Dams entirely of earth without core
walls ,
1
The question as to which class cif dam is the most suitable
for any particular site depends to a great extent on the nature of
the foundation, A high masonry dam must have sound rock for
its foundation. This is a sine qua non, An earthen dam may
be built on sandy or gravelly clay, fine sand or loam, and also on
rock if proper precautions are taken to prevent creep of water'
between the bed of the dam and the rook surface. Earthen dams
can be safely built up to 150 feet in height, though French engineers
fix the safety limit at a lower point. No doubt 90 feet is a safer
limit than any greater height, but there are earthen dams exceeding
150 feet in height, which have now been tested by many years of
useful work.
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To Prevent Leakage
·.

The choice between e":rth and _masonry for dam construction
1s affecte~ also by economical considerations and the facilities for
transportu~g materials to the site of the work.
'
A~ Shmg Muu the uew dam will have most ingenious detail,;
o_f design. A great problem has been to ensure that it is watert,g 11t a~ w~II as economical in construction.
It Is difficult to ensure watertightness unless solid masonr is
''.sed throughout . . In the . ca~e of earthen dams as stated abo/e a
central core of solid material 1s used , but it is not so reliable as solid
masonry through_o ut the dam. (Fig J ).
. If th~ material of the dam is not absolutely watertight water
will find •~s way through the mass of the clam to the clow~stream
face, possibly to a dangerous extent. To provide against this
the puddle tre_nch has been sometimes d_eveloped into the puddl~
core , by carry mg up the puddle as a thin wall in continuation of
the pucl~e in the foundation trench from the b~ttom of the dam to
?-hove high water level. ~ y this means the penetration of water
mto the mass of the dam 1s confined to the half of it upstream of
the puddle wall, and the stability of the downstream half is not
affected by any so":k?-ge. ~egarding the dimensions to be given
to. puddle walls opm1ons differ, the Rankine's rule is that the
th1ckn~ss at the base should be about one-third of the height, and
the thickness at the top two-thirds or one-half that of the base.
The objection to a puddle core is that it is liable to rupture
from unequal settlement of the earthwork of the dam, and it then
ceases to be watertight. For this reason, masonry core walls are
to be preferred, though, generally speaking, their cost would be
considerably greater. Other types of dam are shown in Figs I
and 2. In general, nowadays, dams use masonry, wholly or
partially, resist water pressure.

Forces Acting on Dams
The design of all dams depend on certain fundament>il
principles.
.
The forces acting on a dam are (l) the pressure of the water
in the reservoir exerted in a direction at right angles to the upstream face and (2) the weight of the dam itself acting vertically.
In a masonry gravity dam the conditions of stability, >is commonly accepted, are three, namely : . .
(1) The lines of press1;1re, ?o~h when the rese~vo1r 1s full, and
when it is empty, must he w1thm the center third of the crosssection;
.
(2) The pressures in the mttsonry or on the found>it10ns must
never exceed safe limits ;
.
.
(3) The friction between the dam and its found9:t1?n bed, or
between any two parts into which the dam may be d1Vlded, ~ust
be sufficient to prevent sliding. Big dams are of comparatively
recent date.
•
b ii b t
The Alicante dam, of 140 feet greatest height, was u t. e ween
the ears 1579 and 1594 ; but the Almanza clam, 68 feet high, was
buili at some unknown date long before. Nearly all t~e dams of
S )ain are built across mountain gorges on rock ~oundat10n~.
1 The Almanza dam was the first dam which recogmzed the
rinci al of varying water load from top to bottom_ and the first
p
p b ilt to a triangular section. Up to that tune dams had
that was u I in section i e same width at top and at bottom.
been,;:~t~~t't:~ction of the. F~rens dam in Fran~e, betwe~n _the
.
d
marks the next great advance m dam bu_il~g.
years 1862 an 1866
. '
.
th fir t to work out the s01entific
T~e :irrench eng1:neer;o '\! ~!ch lam: should be designed, and to
prmc1pl~s accordmg
them to actual practice. The
1.
t est then- soundness by atphp ~{ of 17 7 feet from foundation ·-to
F
ns dam of a greates
e1g
Ii d
ure
'
.. t cl
to which these principles were app e ·
crest, was the fu~ am t .b t" ns of this series sections of dams
In the previous con r1 u •~own Enough has been explained
built in. Hongkonga)tv~hb:t~:m design and construction is a very
t<;> ?onvmcedthe re 1· earted problem demanding the knowledge and
difficult an comp JC
experience of experts·
•
d
te
ly It
Th"
nciudes the stor y of reservon-s an wa r supp d. h
is a
f:cinating branch of engineering 3:11d_ it dis :o.fe hope t at
Chinese engineers will study it m e a, ·
0
:e!rs are generally sup~osed to be without sentime?t•
but thai is not strictly true. It IS doubtful whether any sect10n
of the population in those countries which have the benefit of modern

mo::

ma-n1J
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science ,ire more illtent upon improving the standard of living in
"ll parts of the world th1in ,ire engineers ; it is noticeable that the
Anglo-Saxon engineer abroad is devoted to the land of his birth,
which he ttlways refers to as " home " ; and, for all his practical
training, he has definite ideals up to which he seeks to live. The
lives of Faraday, Ferranti, Steinmetz, and many oth'ers famous in
the armals of engineering history, prove that there have been any
number in the profession whose work has been inspired by the
most, lofty ideals of service to humanity.

The Problem of the Engineer in China
For twenty-one years the writer has lived in this little outport
of the British Empire off the farflung coast of China. He has
travelled many thousands of miles in China and has met thousands
of educated Chinese. And he has seen many changes in the Far
East during those long years .
Almost every building on the island of Hongkong is erected
either on land cut out of the steep hillside, or on ground reclaimed
from the sea. Yet, tifter only ninety years of development, ·there
are now wide roads made level by being cut out of the hillside ;
three large modern dockyards have been made and vessels of l0 ,000
tons have been built and equipped in Hongkong ; there are several
smaller shipbuilding and repairing yards and engineering works ;
there are industrial establishments of all sorts ; an efficient Public
\Vorks Department with a large staff of engineers ; Government
Hospitals and Schools ; a University ; there are efficient electrical
generating stations, and many other amenities that make life
safe and pleasant in this subtropical part of geographical China.
Above all else Hongkong has been , and is, an· object lesson
for the rest of China c·oncerning the advantages of Applied Science.
It is not'too much to say that Hongkong is·a triumph of the engineer.
For many years this object lesson seemed to have no effect on
China ; but during the last two decades-and especially in the
last ten years-the Cltjnese httve realized that it is very much to
their individuttl and national advantage to make use of the knowledge and experience gained by the engineer. Especially do they
realize nowadays that such knoivledge pays in industry. ·They
are beginning to see that the fundamental basis of modern imlustrial
methods _is efficient electric power production.

The Standard of Living
. llritish merchants, and, indeed, all of the many reprnsent»tives of the various sections of the community in China, with whom
the writer has discussed the subject, heartily approyed of Mr.
T. V. Soong's statement concerning China's still untapped resources.
" It is the settled aim of my Government to develop China's consuming power," he told the delegates at th~ World Economic
Conference ; and then he made the important statement, " we
mean so to organize the country that we can raise the standard
of living."
For years the writer has been placing before rettders, in slightly
different words, the statement made by " T . V." that " if the
standard of living in China were raised, the consuming power
would not. only abs.orb China's own industrial production, but
would provide the greatest of all markets for the world-so great
as to be a decisive factor in a new era of prosperity."
As a .matter of fact the standard of living of the Chinese in
Shanghai and other ports of China has increased greatly in recent
vears. But in the interior it is still very low.
·
It must be remembered that, even to-day, China is almost
entirely dependent on agricultural produce for its wealth-a few
mines have been developed, but cifily the surface of the mineral
wealth of China has been scratched. In Shanghai, Tientsin and
Hankow there are modern factories, but at present they supply
only a fraotion of the manufactured goods that China consumes.
It is most noticeable that thoughtful Chinese now realize that
they must have the co-operation of foreigners for the development
of the natural resources of China.
.
.

The Foreign Importer
The manufacturer in Britain or America is naturally anxious
to know something of the t ype of machinery that is . in demand in
China.
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There is , and will remain for many years to come, a wide
market for imported plant and machinery of all descriptions. But
the tendency will be for tbe Chinese themselves (often in co-operation ";th Europeans established within the Chinese tariff walls)
to .manufacture lighter articles. Every year the foreign imports
will consist more and more of heavy machinery.
.,
To-day, in Shanghai, Canton , Tientsin and either centers of
China mass production of certain articles is in full swing. Textile
mills employ many thousands of workers and the demand for
piece-goods from Lancashire has been replaced by demands for
the engineering equipment for cotton mills in China.
It is significant that only a few days ago there was a ceremony
in Canton , in which Chinese Government officials and the British
~onsul-General played a leading part, marking a new development
m t_h at ancient city. It was laying the foundation stone for a
new cotton mill to be equipped throi,ghout with British machinery.
If , as · is expected, it succeeds other orders must follow. It has
!ts O\\?l power plant and all of the electrical equipment was made
m Bntam.

Modem Machines in China

In Shanghai, mass production of matches is now carried out

by the latest machinery used in that class of work. In Canton,
the recently equipped cement · works use the most up-to-date
machiner~•- Large quantities of cement are manufactured and
extensions of . plant are in hand.
Thev are making electric lamps, small electric motors and
switches in China, but the demand for the bigger equipment,
especially that required in large scale plants, must continue for many
years to come , and it must be imported from Europe or America.
In that connection a word may be said about the absolute
heccssity of training Chinese engineers capable of installing, maintaining and initiating new schemes. That work can only be done

by Chinese trained to the usual high standard of a recognized
University and with some experience of practical work , preferably
gained abroad. That is our endeavor in the University of Hongkong. And we have examples of graduates who have done valuable
pioneer engineering work in China.

The Chinese Workmen
Great as are the, as yet, undeveloped natural resources in
China, perhaps the most valuable asset of the nation is the industrious, intelligent and (usually) cheerful Chinese workmen.
After twenty-one years of elose contact with Chinese artisans,
the writer has no hesitation in saying that they really are good
workmen. And what has been impreEsed so deeply on my mind ,
more than anything else , is their invariable good-temper. If
you treat them fairly , you will obtain faithful and loyal service.
Unfortunately , even amongst so-called educated Europeans,
yo\1. come across the type who is so ignorant that in China he does
an immense amount of harm. Some Europeans are so stupid
that they lack a most elementary knowledge of psychology and
history. The Chinese have a national culture , a civilization that
if static, is based upon an amazing literature that includes a highly
developed moral code. They have a social science that has bound
together the nation over a period outlasting that of any other
people. It is absurd to suppose that all Chinese are uncultured .
The Chinese intellectuals of the new generation are anxious
to speed up the development of engineering science in their own
country. Dr. Hu -Shih is an ardent advocate and his words carry
great weight all over the world.
We may, therefore, he sure that the next few years will see
great advances in China. It is-hoped that these articles concerning
the control and supply of water will be some service in helping
forward in China schemes outlined in these contributions,

Coming of the Power Era
(Continued frlYrn page 538)

There can be no doubt that it is a very great advantage for
a Chinese engineering graduate to see modern industrial conditions
abroad. And the ideal system of training undoubtedly is to obtain
instmctiori to the standard of a University degree of recognized
status ·in the Far East and subsequently to obtain experience
under modern commercial conditions abroad.

The Returned Students
lt is usual, if there is a dIBcuBSion concerning Chinese engineering
graduates with probable employers , to hear criticism concerning
their lack of practical experience: . It cannot be denied that there
are, in China, a large number . of students, «:,turned from abroad ,
who are unable to find employment in the profession for which
they have been trained.
.
That fact should not deter others from striving to obtain a
University training, if they have 8: real_ d~sire for an engineering
career. Even, if at the end of thelf trauung, they find that they
have no natural bent for technical work, the stientific training
has at least taught them the imperative need of accuracy.
We need not be discouraged because there are amongst those
who have been trained, some who fail to succeed as engineers.
In many cases they were entirely unsuited, by temperament, for
the work. In many other cases family obligations have compe11ed
them to carry on the work of relatives deceased.
We find, in Hongkong, -that at the end of • the fi~st year's
residence in the University certain students fail to qualify m the
examinations. They are p~rmitted to take the first year's course
1Lgain. But in the majority of cas_es they· give up. J\'~any_ seek
out some institution abroad where the course of instruct10n IS less·
arduous , They return, in d~e course , to China with .a qualification
that is below the standard demanded by the leading Universities of
the world. But trnfortunately some employers fail to realize that fact.
Nor must it be forgotten that in Britain and in America a
fairly _·large, pernen:tag~ . _qf t,h9~e_ who _oj:itain engineering degrees
.subsequently drift into other wqrk. There are nm~bers,of examples
of the same sort of thing in the otlier professions. Earl Reading
(better known as Sir Rufus Isaacs) did not commence to earn a living

as a barrister. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle was trained as a doctor
but found fame as an author. One of our most brilliant Hongkong
engineering graduates has done more to accelerate engineering work
in China as a prominent politican than would have been possible
for him to do if he had continued to practice as an engineer.
On the other hand there is ample evidence of the good work
in China that has been done by Chinese engineers even in the postwar days many cities have been transformed", thousands of miles
of new roads been built, a large number of fine modern buildings
have been erected, valuable work in flood prevention and river
conservancy has been accomplished.
There is, therefore, every hope that with increased facilities
for t_be stt1dy of applied science, there will be a rapid development
uf the natural sources of energy in China and that must result in
an improvement in the standard of Ii ving unless the resulting
wealth is frittered away by the rulers of th~ people ,

Dredging Canton Rivers
~he Jl,[uni?ipal Govemment_ of Canton is taking steps to dredge
the Canton River an<! the vanous waterways in the city. With
the completion of the reclamation along the Canton Bund and the
new bund along Honan Island the width of the Canton River has
·~eco~_e much n_a1;rower. Therefore, it is considered by the
Mumc1p_al authonties that the deepening of tlie river beds is of
utmost importance so as to facilitate river traffic.
In addition to facilitating the navigation of boats and steamers
the di-edging of ~he C'ant_on River would prevent the danger of flood
from the West River durmg the autumn season. It i, stated that this
project would require a large sum in view of the wide area of the river.
_T-he Municipal Government has already sent an official communication to the Bmea1i" of Public Works asking the authorities
to make a thorough investigation of navigation routes and to
furni_sh an estimate for this, engineering project. It is learned
that the work for the deepenmg of the river beds will commence
as soon as the plan and the esti.nrn.tes submitted by the Bureau
of Public Works are approvec.l.
·

